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Some proprietors had large holdings of stock—as much, it
was reported, as sixteen or seventeen thousand pounds ; yet
" if this be true, the complaint of it would sound better out
of the mouth of an old leveller than a merchant's, living
under a free and royal monarchy" x. Two conclusions
appeared to follow. Firstly: that the joint-stock company
was ' far more national'2 than the regulated company since
it opened its ranks to all persons, and far less of a monopoly
since its profits were not engrossed by a single section of the
community, the mercantile class, but were distributed over
a larger area. Secondly : that the joint-stock company
afforded greater opportunity than the regulated company
for the utilization of the national savings, inasmuch as anyone
could invest his capital in a purchase of stock. This was the
general tenor of the defence set up by the East India Com-
pany in the seventeenth century3, but the argument over-
looks several important considerations.
In the first place, the facilities which existed for investors The stock
to buy stock did not in themselves bring fresh capital into the °/1$£Eaa*
Company; they benefited individual shareholders but did Company.
not increase the capital of the undertaking. No doubt the
opportunity which a share market provided for the disposal
of shares would have served to heighten the attractiveness
of a new issue if the Company had wished to enlarge its
capital, yet this apparently it did not wish to do. Down
to 1657 each enterprise, or series of enterprises, was financed
by a separate stock; the capital raised for the First Voyage
(1601) was £68,373, and for the First Joint Stock (1613),
£418,6914. After 1657 there existed a permanent stock
which amounted to £369,891; this was doubled in 1682 by
the issue of bonus shares5. Additional resources were
needed; but instead of increasing its capital the Company
raised over half a million in loans6 for which it paid 3,
1	A Treatise wherein is demonstrated that the East India Trade is the
most national of all Foreign Trades.   By OiXoTrdrpts (1681), 21.
2	The East India Trade a most profitable Trpde to the Kingdom (1677), 25.
a It is supported also by Professor W. R. Scott in his invaluable Joint-
Stock Companies, i. 442, 453.
* Ibid. ii. 123, 125, 177.	-5 injYa> p. 295.
tf The Company returned the debt at ^550,000 in 1681:  Macpherson,
Annals of Commerce, ii. 604.

